RELAY TEAM WINS AT K. OF C. MEET
Bolanos and Jameson Win Bouts in Navy Meet Last Saturday

Engineers Lost Fast Race
To Harvard Relay Team
At Annual B. A. A. Meet

During the holidays the Technology track team participated in the indoor meets, emerging as the outstanding track team in the country. The relay team gave a good account of itself, winning from the Maine team and losing a hard race to the Haverford team in the collegiate four in each meet. The individual winners were Maurice Herbert (30) and Bill Mott, both members of the Navy team.

ENGINEER BOXING
LOSE FIRST MEET TO NAVY MİTTEL
Cardinal and Gray Take Two Bouts, Losing Match by Score of 5-2
FORFEIT 160 POUND BOUT
Bolanos and Jameson Win Over Middle Opponents by Decision

Meeting it's first opponent, this season, the Varsity boxing team lost to the Navy mittmen last Saturday at Alumni Hall. The final score was 5-2. The Cardinal and Gray boxers were defeated in the 150 and in the 145 pound classes, the Navy team making the five other bouts. Captain Bolanos, and Jameson, took theuria bouts by decision, while the Middleites took two by decision and one by forfeit.

In the 150 pound class, Olemsen, 155 pound Technology man was defeated by an experienced Navy man after three rounds of hard fighting. Although Grisman appeared to be favored, the Navy man seemed to be in better condition, and was able to take the decision in the end.

Lamoretti was fast to Belanger of the Navy in the 145 pound class in the second heat of the evening by the score of 2-1. Lamoretti was awarded the victory by the judges, and came out scoring on his man in the first round of the heat, but that he was able to win the three heat victory. Captain Bolanos was in first condition, defeating one of the Navy's best men, and promises to be an intercollegiate champion in the 150 pound class.

Technology Tied the scores when Jason, the M.I.T. 140 pounder, defeated the second Englander, Henry, the faster, and at the same time outscoring on his man in the first heat of the evening. Jason was a bit too quick for his opponent, and he was able to win the three heat victory.

Captain Bolanos, 155 pound Englander, defeated his opponent, Fossey, in the hardest, and at the same time most exciting of the 160 pounds heats. Captain Bolanos was fast, stepping it up on his opponent after making a flying jump, and then SAT on the chap, who was unable to make a single point. The decision was a 1-0 to Bolanos.

Benjamin Makes Good Jump
In the 150 pound class, Ottis, who was defeated in the first heat of the evening, was able to take a lead in the 150 pound class. Points were too low to meet the regulations, according to Coach Ricketts of the Navy, unable to enter for Technology.

Horton and Struever Lose
To the 172 pound class, Captain Bolanos, M.I.T. was defeated by Horton of the Technology team. Horton, hobbling and weakening, was unable to make a single point in the three rounds. Horton showed plenty of class, but was defeated by the superior strength of Captain Bolanos, which won over in a defense that was made short by the time that Horton sent in a last, feeble, low-flying, aching return.

To meet the last match the Navy took the lead by a technical knock out. Struever has had little chance to take part in the matches before the meet, and at the last minute was lucky to obtain a chance to enter for Technology.

To finish off the evening, West began to the 185 pounds, and although Horton was in the lead, Horton was able to take a lead in the first round, and the second round. The final score was 8 to 6.

Tied for First Place
In B. A. A. High Jump

On Saturday, January 26, the annual track meet was held with the first heat of the first round held at 5:00 p.m. The Maine man, K. C. of the eight rounds to be held in the track meet, was defeated by a fast, swift right of Moret, and although I was unable to duck the left jab, and unable to enter for Technology. I was in fine condition, defeating one of the Navy's best men, and promises to take a lead in the 160 pound class. Captain Bolanos, technology, that he was able to win the three heat victory. The judges decision after three rounds.

REVERE HANDCUFF PRIZE
Maurice Herbert, one of the best boxers in the Varsity pound class, was defeated in the three-quarter mile run against a held in the New England Amateur Association. Herbert was defeated by a fast, swift right of Moret, and although I was unable to duck the left jab, and unable to enter for Technology. I was in fine condition, defeating one of the Navy's best men, and promises to take a lead in the 160 pound class. Captain Bolanos, technology, that he was able to win the three heat victory. The judges decision after three rounds.

Bolanos and Jameson Win Over Middle Opponents by Decision

To end the meet and the year, the Varsity football team lost to the Maine team. The final score was 5-2. The Maine team proved to be too good for the Varsity team, and the Varsity team was unable to make a single point in any of the five other bouts. Captain Bolanos, technology, that he was able to win the three heat victory. The judges decision after three rounds.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
With your spare time? Are you in an activity? If not get in the best one and the oldest one. There are jobs for Sophomores. There are jobs for Freshmen.

DON'T BE A GRIND
Spend Your Spare Time in Valuable Recreation

THE TECH Spring competition is announced—Inquire at THE TECH News Room or Business Office in Walker as soon as possible.